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The innovative "Light Bridge Console" in Captain Chair version equips
the flagship Benetti Oasis at the Genoa show
The system is considered a plus in constructive and engineering design as well as
one of the most important innovations of the revolutionary Benetti Oasis 40 mt model
The idea has materialized thanks to a design of absolute prestige created by Seastema, which
includes two conjugations of consoles: the "Light Bridge Console" installed on the Diamond model
and the "Light Bridge Captain Chair" installed on the Oasis model. In both solutions, carbon fiber
was used in order to obtain a thin and light structure with great resistance and silence. The
development of the two projects was possible thanks to the use of new software technologies for the
integration of the systems developed by Seastema through the SEASYacht platform with latest
generation MPEV (Marine Portal EVolution) technology for the construction of the operator interface.
The first important result of this project is installed on the “First of Model” of the Diamond series
delivered in July to the great satisfaction of customer and shipyard.
With the Oasis model, the bridge console gives way to two small "peninsulas", similar to the armrests
of a "Captain Chair", which leaves the captain's view of the sea, completely open.

The electronic command and control systems of the two models, are the same, with important
features:
•

Advanced and certified system that reduces cabling, electronic and controls on the bridge
console

•

Simple and innovative man-machine software interface created with the latest graphics
technologies available with Windows 10

•

Applications activation and visualization management made via software by using the
network infrastructures (not KVM switches)

•

Navigation sensors integrated in the network to provide centralized management

•

“Plug & Play” console’s installation with short commissioning times and simplified
maintenance.

Ordered in July 2019, the first system was built and delivered in one year.
The installation, wiring and start-up of the console took place in a few days, demonstrating the
announced "Plug and Play" system feature.
The system provides integrated navigation with a X-band radar, certified electronic cartography,
tourist cartography, conning display (provided by Seastema), AIS, certified log and echo sounder,
DGPS, GMDSS class REG-Code communications.

These bridge consoles are revolutionary and innovative as they allow you to free up volumes in the
room and discover the view towards the bow, with a slim and light design, aesthetically pleasing and
technologically advanced. The aim is to transform the wheelhouse into a liveable space, facing the
sea and offering new opportunities for architectural development that were previously unthinkable.

Seastema’s console – Diamond Model
SEASTEMA is a Fincantieri company dedicated to the development of marine integrated control solutions such as
automation systems that targets applications in the naval, cruise, ferry and mega-yacht segments paying specific attention
in the development of wider integrated systems, improving ship operation, controlling running costs and maintenance,
while reducing environmental impact. www.seastema.it

Fincantieri is one of the world’s largest shipbuilding groups and number one by diversification and innovation. It is leader
in cruise ship design and construction and a reference player in all high-tech shipbuilding industry’s sectors, from naval to
offshore vessels, from high-complexity special vessels and ferries to mega-yachts, ship repairs and conversions, systems
and components production and after-sales services. Headquartered in Trieste (Italy), the Group has built more than 7,000
vessels in over 230 years of maritime history. With more than 19,500 employees, of whom more than 8,300 in Italy, 20
shipyards in 4 continents, today Fincantieri is the leading Western shipbuilder. It has among its clients the major cruise
operators, the Italian and the U.S. Navy, in addition to several foreign navies, and it is partner of some of the main European
defense companies within supranational programmes. www.fincantieri.com

